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Zoning Committee of the Planning Commission (ZOCO) Meeting Summary, September 12, 2017. PC 

members in attendance:  Elizabeth Gearin (Chair), Erik Gutshall, Nancy Iacomini; Jim Lantelme, Kathleen 

McSweeney, David Ricks, James Schroll, Daniel Weir, Staff: Deborah Albert, Kellie Brown, Andrew Douglass, Joel 

Franklin. 

 
Outdoor Cafes.  Staff provided an overview of the proposed amendments.  Comments from ZOCO 
members are summarized below. 
 
Clarifying Questions 

 Would a fire pit with brick that you couldn’t move be considered portable?  

 Is the idea to harmonize the process for site plans and non-site plans?  

 Is the reason that modifications for outdoor cafés in site plans only go to CB is that they are 
considered minor site plan amendments? 

 Would food trucks allow outdoor seating or does it not qualify as a restaurant?  

 Definition of restaurant – must have counter or seats. 

 Under new regulations is it possible that no indoor seating could be permitted?  

 I heard about a case where adding additional seats was denied because of proximity to other 
outdoor cafes in the vicinity. Is this part of the standards?  
 

Outreach 

 What about outreach to groups outside of BIDS, such as specific restaurant owners? It would be 
nice if restaurant owners could weigh in to help inform considerations. 

 Would like to hear from public; if we do receive input prior to hearing then we would put it in 
matrix 

 
Other Jurisdictions 

 Since DC has a number of outdoor cafes, how are they treated?  
 
Standards 
 
Approval Process, Setbacks, Parking 

 What does “Zoning Administrator may approve” mean/imply? In the abstract would prefer 
language  . ..  “if the following conditions are met then the ZO Administrator shall approve”  

 I am Interpreting the standards to mean that café is allowed within required setbacks.  This could 
place cafes adjacent to R and RA districts.  What are the implications of this?    

 Does ZO have a separate definition for abutting?  

 Why does the provision for parking requirement exemption allow for the County Board to require 
parking when approving a use permit or site plan and the other standards do not have this same 
exception? 

 Why do M Districts have different requirements? In M Districts, can the enclosures be affixed to 
the ground? What about tent like structures with plastic windows? 

 
Portability 

 Why is the requirement to be portable and fall within the restaurant hours of operation so 
stringent? What is the harm in allowing a beer garden or outdoor ice cream store just that? 
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Understand that areas need to be cleared out a bit but would be nice if the definition of portable 
were liberal. 

 “Portable” is not defined.  What is the definition of “portable”? Is it something that could be 
moved if necessary or something that needs to be moved? 

 If we want to encourage this use, then we will naturally get in to more discussions about what is 
portable. 

 In A.4 why do we need portability if we can include them year round?  
 
New Principal Use  

 The bigger question is: do we want to see more beer gardens? 

 There is support to advocate for a new principal use. 

 Perhaps public right of way accessory uses should be defined differently with different standards 
than private property outdoor café. 

 Customers see patios as what that restaurant offers; not as temporary/accessory. 
  
Public Comment 

 Amendments will provide flexibility, will help with use permit properties, will create extra burden, 
need to think about 18th street corridor which will be in public right of way (Douglas Plowman, 
Rosslyn BID) 

 It shouldn’t be a requirement for more seating indoor than outdoor and it shouldn’t require CB 
approval; portability argument is a big deal; should be defined broadly (Kedrick Whitmore, 
Venable) 

 We look at outdoor cafés from a economic competitiveness perspective; DC beergardens attract 
talent; waterpark is great example; need to think about areas that may already have fountain 
(Rob Mandle, Crystal City BID) 

 Thank you for the amendments; this addresses Westover’s need for more seats (Barnes Lawson, 
Land Use Attorney) 

 
Summary Comments from ZOCO members   

 Need a definition of portability; more liberal; Do things need to be fixed to the ground – on a 
track 

 Would like a way to accommodate a food truck – recognize not part of the scope 

 Concerned about outreach to the community; want to hear feedback before PC 

 More flexibility to accommodate different uses; 

 Should change language from “may” to “shall” 

 Would like more info on M districts 

 Would like to explore whether we need a new definition for beer garden that doesn’t have 
outdoor café 

 The number of indoor seats – is just a counter ok? 
 

 
Accessory Dwellings.  Staff provided an overview of the proposed amendments.  Comments from ZOCO 
members are summarized below. 
 
Clarifying Questions 

 Owner occupied requirement – can you rent the entire thing as a whole?  

 If the family caregiver suite is in the basement, could that be increased to 1,000 square feet?  
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 Is there anything that exempts based on age (i.e. toddler)? 

 What is the minimum size for an accessory dwelling?  

 If on a 5,500 sf lot in R-6, could you seek a variance?  

 Built into ZO, if lot is less than 6,000 square feet you can still build a building, so why not for 
accessory dwelling?  

 What are provisions for non-conforming accessory structures? 

 What types of non-conformance are we addressing?  Lot size or issues with the building?  

 Accessory building is different from accessory structure – all buildings are structures, but 
structures don’t have a roof or be anchored to a foundation 

 
General Comments/Questions 

 Amazed by number of accessory units being used already 

 How many accessory homestay applications have we received so far?  

 Recognize it is a balance but still missing the balance, particularly on covenant and separate HVAC 

 It appears that the goal is for new construction and introducing new housing types – not really for 
retrofitting existing houses. 

 How will you capture feedback from people? Would be good to work more closely with 10th floor 
counter staff; would be good if staff could provide TA; will be good to know what is needed for 
future amendments. 

 Agree with comments that it is more likely people will pursue detached. 

 Wish we could find a way more neighborhoods could do something detached. 

 Agree that detached will be the main route. 

 Thanks to staff for trying to keep us focused on why it is important to maintain preservation of SF 
neighborhoods.  

 
Maximum Size Requirements 

 Is there a way to exempt staircase to demonstrate that the livable area is not over 750 sf?  
 
Detached Accessory Buildings 

 What are we trying to avoid? One of the goals is to maintain the SF character; but those garages 
are already there and it is possible to have 6 people in single family home. 

 If we allow 1,000 sf in basement than why not in detached structure? Especially when definition 
of 1 and 1/2 story structure aligns with accessory nature and results in 960 sf structure; almost 
negates ability to use the loft (or just use the loft) – limits the application. 

 
Non-Conforming Lots 

 One of the things we are trying to balance is that the GLUP designates these areas as single 
family. I appreciate that but still think we are discriminating against non-conforming lots; that 
said probably too expensive for older homes anyway. 

 We are perpetuating discrimination in not allowing on non-conforming lots. 

 Discrimination concern echoed by another member. 
 
Maximum Occupancy 

 Bothered that a young family with twins cannot rent an ADU. 

 How many people does the building code say we can have?  

 Can my family of 4 bring in an exchange student? 
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Kitchens 

 When it comes to discussing ADs, we need a kitchen definition.  

 Why would I do an ADU if I can do everything else plus a microwave? 

 This is still so restrictive and expensive that there is question why people would go the legal 
route.  

 
Deed Covenant 

 How does the deed protect the County? What are we protecting against? Other than 
communication, what are we trying to achieve?  

 If I want to get rid of my ADU, what is process? Is it removing the kitchen?  

 If the response from the lenders was mixed, why are we still pursuing deed covenant?  

 Why can’t existence of an AD be recorded in the County Real Estate database?  

 Disagree with notion that the best way to record Ads is through Land Records; people won’t look 
through records at Closing. 

 If this is a GLUP issue, then could a note be added to the GLUP that any low residential area could 
have an AD? 

 How does DC handle documentation on English basements?  
 
Public Comments 

 As owner of 925 square foot existing detached structure, would like to propose that 
existing/historic structures be grandfathered. (citizen) 

 In Fairfax the building official is more permissive. Arlington did try to get changes to building code 
that were denied.  There have also been conversations with Patrick Hope on legislation and also 
with someone else who is on a state committee. The requirement for fire-rated drywall, the 
separate electrical panel, and the separate kitchen are the critical issues that will keep ADs 
prohibitively expensive. (Barnes Lawson, Land Use Attorney) 

 
 

 


